where ß(r) denotes the maximum term of £|ap|rp and v(r) is the largest integer p for which ß(r) = \av\rv.
p and lower order X. S. M. Shah [2] has shown that lim inf Mr)]«'« g e1'", where ß(r) denotes the maximum term of £|ap|rp and v(r) is the largest integer p for which ß(r) = \av\rv.
The object of the present note is to obtain a sharper form of (1) for those entire series which possess Hadamard gaps. For this purpose let the subsequence {a^} contain all the nonvanishing terms of {dp}, and suppose that (2) lim inf-^ l + 6> 1.
m-»oo pm
We shall prove the following Theorem. Suppose ^,aPmzPm is an entire series of order p and lower order X whose gaps satisfy (2) . Then lim inf Mr)]1/'« ^ a1'", We call attention to the fact that a series which satisfies (2) need not be of irregular growth; much larger gaps are needed [3] to insure that X <p.
Proof. The function v(r) is a nondecreasing step function which is continuous from the right and assumes only nonnegative integer values. Therefore there is a nondecreasing sequence {Rk} which v(r) "counts," i.e., v(r) = £ 1.
For convenience we assume that Ri = l. No generality is lost since this is equivalent to requiring that | ao| = max \ ap\ . 
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Substituting these expressions in (5a) and (5b), we obtain The remaining portion of the theorem follows similarly from (7b). We note that a and ß tend respectively to 1 and 00 as 6-* 00. In conjunction with our theorem this remark implies the following r-»co
